
HalimaBobs.com is a lifestyle blog aimed at the modern British-Asian  woman.  Its niche targeting has

created a dedicated following and the site reaches highs of 25k+ views per month.   

The blog succeeds where many other fail – in providing real, relatable features, unfiltered photos and

honest, tried and tested reviews.  This means one thing for the readers and brands I collaborate with –

trust and authenticity.  In a world where consumers are becoming increasingly cynical of bloggers and

influencers, HalimaBobs provides a refreshing, entertaining and approachable alternative.  

 

As a former broadcast journalist (ITV and BBC) my blog stands out due to the extensive media coverage

I have garnered, bridging the gap between blogging and mainstream media. I have been featured in

the press numerous times, including a full page spread in Good Housekeeping, Express, HuffPost and

more.  For media coverage examples, see:  https://www.halimabobs.com/in-the-press
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I have a monthly column with one of the UK's

largest BAME publications, Asian Image, which

has a readership of 350k+ per month.  Blog

content and articles are regularly

featured/linked from my column. 

The HalimaBobs Pinterest page has

250k+ unique visitors per month. 

Facebook: 6k+ fans

Instagram: 2.5k followers

YouTube: 2k followers     

Core audience:

Female 25-40, British-Asian

Muslim



“Balmonds have worked with Halima both before and after our rebranding, and have always been really

pleased with her professionalism and support for the brand! She had a fantastic response to a giveaway

collaboration with us, and we were delighted by the engagement she achieved. We’ve also very much

appreciated her thoughtful and enthusiastic in-depth reviews of our products, as well as the sponsored

blog posts she has provided. It’s been a delight to work with her!”

Lucy Gulland, PR Manager, Balmonds Skincare 

  

“From working with Halima, we can say that she was very professional and delivered all agreed

content within the allocated time-frame. She took into consideration our brand values and the message

we wanted to convey, and presented them well through her content. As a result of our collaboration,

HalimaBobs' audience learned more about Fantastic Services and how we make people's lives easier."    

Radostina Hristova, PR Team, Fantastic Services 

WAYS OF WORKING
Giveaways     

Collaborating on a giveaway with HalimaBobs offers exponential ROI.  Whether a giveaway is hosted on

the blog, my instagram page, or both, entries reach the thousands, offering invaluable brand exposure.    

 

Sponsored posts   

HalimaBobs invites sponsored posts from brands that sit within the verticals covered.   Sponsored posts

are always detailed, with a minimum of 350+ words.        

 

Product/service reviews    

HalimaBobs has provided hundreds of product/services reviews for it’s readers.  All reviews are honest,

detailed, and fair to both the brand, while helping the reader make an informed choice.  

 

Guest blogging 

HalimaBobs can lend its writing prowess and authenticity to your brand.  Whether it’s a blog post for your

page, or an opinion piece for your website, HalimaBobs can add credibility authority and a real voice to

your brand.    
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